This study investigates the contraction of negatives in a carefully chosen corpus of discourse and writing, to permit comparison of the relative influences of various linguistic and social parameters on contraction. Evidence is presented that negative contraction is conditioned by interactional and other register variables. The point is made that the pragmatic as well as morphological interpretation of negatives entails that negative contraction and auxiliary contraction should be distinguished from each other. Although a Cognitive Prominence Principle predicts noncontraction when the negative conveys semantically focal information, a Social Agreement Principle predicts contraction. This is because it would be face-threatening (and, therefore, in conversation analysis terms "dispreferred") to focus on disagreement, which is most often the semantic information conveyed by negatives. This hypothesis is examined using corpora which differ along several dimensions. The most important of these (for this study) appear to be the interactional versus informational register dimensions (Finegan, 1994) . Data from instructional (workshop presentations), confrontational (political debates), and casual conversational material are contrasted with comparable reading style materials. The following general results are predicted. The Cognitive Prominence Principle will take over in informational contexts when disagreement is acceptable or neutralized. The Social Agreement Principle will take over in more interactional contexts where disagreement is not acceptable. The results are of interest to the student of focus, the sociolinguist concerned with dialect, register, and style variation, and even the speech technician.
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analyses of negation and supplements them with data from previously unstudied registers in order to draw conclusions about the importance of register as a sociolinguistic variable and the importance of social-interaction variables to an understanding of register.
A critical semantic characteristic of the contractions to be analyzed is that they express negation; because negation is often used to express interactional disagreement, key tenets of linguistic and pragmatic (conversational) theories are concerned with the information carried by negatives and propose conflicting hypotheses for the realization of negatives in different registers. Appropriate manipulation of register can permit evaluation of the relative importance of semantic (linguistic) and interactional (pragmatic) information to a given register.
COGNITIVE PROMINENCE PRINCIPLE
Most linguists agree that "focal" or "new" information in a discourse should be realized with accent on the focal word (e.g., Bolinger, 1978; Brown, 1983; Carlson, 1984; Coker & Umeda, 1971; Fowler, 1988; Fowler & Housum, 1987; Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Hirschberg, 1990; Leech, 1980; Nevalainen, 1992; Nooteboom & Kruyt, 1987; Prince, 1981) , although this is not always the case (Nevalainen, 1987) . Accent is produced with both pitch prominence and increased vowel duration and peripherality (as well as increased amplitude; cf. Goldberg, 1978; Granstrom & Nord, 1992) .
Many previous studies of negatives have considered negation primarily from this linguistic-theoretical perspective, assuming that negatives should be semantically regarded as focal information, and therefore they should be pitch and amplitude prominent and lengthened. This conclusion will be referred to as the Cognitive Prominence Principle.
1 Supporting it, key quantitative phonetic studies have shown that in read materials negatives are pitch prominent even when contracted (Hirschberg, 1990; O'Shaughnessy & Allen, 1983) .
O'Shaughnessy and Allen (1983) elicited sentences from three MIT linguists to determine whether pitch was prominent on negative-bearing elements; as the examples in (1) demonstrate, they compiled their corpus to permit the contrast between contracted and uncontracted negatives.
the pitch was overwhelmingly prominent on the negative in the read sentences, whether or not the negative was contracted. We can conclude that, in such a careful context, the Cognitive Prominence Principle is dominant, even if the negative itself is contracted. Similarly, Hirschberg (1990 Hirschberg ( , 1992 determined that pitch was prominent on both contracted and uncontracted negatives of news broadcasts by National Public Radio (henceforth, NPRthe U.S. equivalent of the BBC). 2 This type of study disregards the possible relevance of contraction to the thesis. If contraction is considered as a binary coding of vowel duration, with contraction as the nonprominent (unaccented) option, then a contracted negative is seen to contradict the underlying Cognitive Prominence Principle. Any evidence of durational reduction of the negative undermines the Cognitive Prominence Principle. Also undermining the Cognitive Prominence Principle is evidence from English that tfo-support was introduced to counteract the cognitively counterproductive erosion of negation by reduction (Labov, 1994) . Similarly, discussion of southeast England's vernacular negation reveals the extent to which older eroded forms of negation have been replaced by hardier all-purpose forms like ain't and never (Cheshire, Edwards, & Whittle, 1989) , and Outer Banks vernacular supplants eroded negatives using distinct verbs with negative (weren't) and non-negative (was) modals, demonstrating that speakers sacrifice the more marginal distinction of number to reestablish the more central semantic category of negation (SchillingEstes & Wolfram, 1994) . 3 Obviously, negative contraction must severely reduce the negative if the vernacular must find ways to counteract it, yet linguists have not questioned why contraction occurs, if the semantic information carried by the negative is so important as to be consistently prominent phonetically, and why the negative needs support. Since there is varied evidence that cognitively critical information supplied by negation is systematically eroded by negative reduction, other factors must be relevant to the discussion.
SOCIAL AGREEMENT PRINCIPLE
A quite different perspective is proposed by conversational analysts. Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks (1977) , in their important Language article, presented evidence that in conversational speech there is a "preference for agreement," to which speakers adapt their speech. 4 They showed that, all other things being equal, in conversation, speakers minimize the extent to which they disagree with coparticipants and emphasize signs of agreement. We will refer to this as the conversational analysis Social Agreement Principle. Although the Cognitive Prominence Principle favors emphasis-pitch, amplitude, and durational prominence-on highly significant information, such as that provided by a negative, the Social Agreement Principle favors deemphasis -or minimization-of information which is not supportive of coparticipants; often negatives are the key semantic evidence for such lack of agreement (but see Schegloffetal., 1977) .
Comparing the two principles we see that the first favors prosodically salient negatives, whereas the second favors reduction (or even elimination) of negatives. Presumably, to the degree that the Cognitive Prominence Principle holds, all negatives which provide new information should be prosodically prominent. To the degree that the Social Agreement Principle holds, supportive negatives will be prominent more often than interactively remedial negatives. Yaeger-Dror (1985) analyzed conversational negatives to determine whether the Cognitive Prominence Principle would also influence pitch variation in interactive speech, or whether the Social Agreement Principle would be the stronger influence in such a situation.
5 Table I 6 lists the corpora used for that study. Given that all of the corpora were composed of fairly standard Northern American casual speech, the vast majority of the negatives were contracted wherever possible, and a very low percentage of the cases were pitch prominent, supporting the claim that the Social Agreement Principle influences both the form and prosody of negatives in discourse. Tottie (1991:329) presented evidence from the London-Lund Corpus of Spoken [British] English (Svartvik, 1990 ) that confirms for British speech the pitch evidence that Yaeger-Dror found in American speech. Although Tottie initially assumed that pitch prominence would co-occur with negation, quantitative analysis of the London-Lund Corpus showed no preference for pitch prominence (defined as "focus") on negatives. Rather, both studies concluded that the Social Agreement Principle outweighs the Cognitive Prominence Principle, both in U.S. (Yaeger-Dror, 1985) and British (Tottie, 1987, 
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1991) taped conversations. Although contraction was not analyzed simultaneously, to the degree that reduction (i.e., contraction or pitch nonprominence) is the rule, it would also support the Social Agreement Principle at the expense of the Cognitive Prominence Principle.
As a result, it is relevant to compare conversational material with oral (relatively unplanned) material that is instructional: that is, material where the speaker's role is (at least primarily) as conveyer of information rather than as interactant. Yaeger-Dror (1985) contrasted the conversational data with data from a more instructional situation, assuming that the Cognitive Prominence Principle would be more important in the latter register. This permitted a three-way comparison among read materials, workshop tutorials, and conversations. She determined that in a tutorial workshop-instructional register (cited as the SCRL corpus), which is less planned and more interactional than the O'Shaughnessy or Hirschberg data, 7 informational needs took precedence more frequently than in conversations: pitch was more often prominent, although pitch prominence was far from categorical. SCRL examples are found in (2) and (3).
In all of the examples cited here, the word (or locution) at issue is underlined; boldfaced text indicates that it was realized as relatively louder, colons imply lengthening of the immediately preceding element, and text in italics is pitch prominent. Pauses, where not implied by punctuation, are noted with a hyphen (which signifies a "hitch," where there is a pause with no pitch contour) or with the length of the pause marked in parentheses: e.g., (1.5) equals 1500 msec. All samples cited are taken directly from the transcribed corpus denoted in parentheses. Although the Jeffersonian use of "eye dialect" has been both criticized and defended, in the present article it will be retained not only because it is the definitive transcript, but also because it permits the reader to see where radical reduction has taken place, even in the absence of an audio record. Such distinctions cannot otherwise be simply conveyed to the reader.
(2) Instructional register, pitch prominent, uncontracted examples (SCRL) Yaeger-Dror (1985) concluded that instructional and interactional situations should be coded separately. She found that, in settings where informational needs were primary, the Cognitive Prominence Principle was more relevant than the Social Agreement Principle. Even when the negative was contracted, as in (3), pitch was more likely to be prominent than was true for more interactional data. O'Shaughnessy's MIT linguists and Hirschberg's NPR broadcasters also used pitch prominence almost categorically on negatives in read material, and the research design (with read discourse) neutralized the importance of contraction. Yaeger-Dror (1985) found that researchers used prominence on negations in the tutorial setting less than half the time and contraction approximately half the time. In more interactionally involved conversations, both pitch and duration on the negative were much more likely to be reduced.
Interactional variation and the Social Agreement Principle
Yaeger-Dror (1985) also presented evidence that, within the context of interactional settings, another important parameter is whether the negative is face-threatening to other participants in the interaction (Brown & Levinson, 1978; Goffman, 1967) . Not all negatives are remedial; Goffman's (1971) contrast between "supportive" and "remedial" interchanges reflects the fact that negatives can be used supportively (s), remedially (ft), or neutrally (n). Remedial interchanges, which are referred to as "repairs" (Schegloff et al., 1977) or "face-threatening acts" (Brown & Levinson, 1978) , are strongly dispreferred by the Social Agreement Principle in most situations, but supportive interchanges display agreement with and support the position of coparticipants. Supportive interchanges occasionally make use of superficial disagreement ("no, you're not fat!") or replay negatives used by the previous speaker, as in (6), in order to display support. When there is no face threat, the negative is relatively more likely to retain its cognitive prominence, but when the information can be seen as threatening the face of a coparticipant, as in (4), the speaker is more likely to reduce the negative, to conform to the conversational analysis Social Agreement Principle, as in (4').
(4) Dinner party conversation; Wife-1, a biologist, explains to two skeptical husbands Wife-1: And suddenly. They do:n*t-they don't= [°I should have realized that just from-frm wartching them, 0 ) 8 (4')ft V they don't swoop from the front. 9 Both in the tutorial setting and in the more casual interactions, if a speaker was self-correcting, as in (5), the negative provides contrastive new information (favoring Cognitive Prominence), but cannot be heard as threatening other parties to the conversation, and so need not be reduced. Pitch was more likely to be prominent, and contraction of the negation itself was less likely to occur. Although it has been lavishly documented that listener intuitions are not infallible, it may be instructive to compare the actual sentences with their undocumented "logical" equivalent, marked with a u: Contraction on .the negative itself was even less likely to occur, but pitch was even more likely to be prominent in supportive responses, like those in (6a') and (6b'). Note that, in (6a) and (6b), which can be considered interactionally neutral, and which have cognitively informative negatives, the negatives are both contracted and nonprominent, undermining the Cognitive Prominence Principle and possibly supporting the Social Agreement Principle, as the speaker does not know the hearer's opinion. In such data, pitch was generally nonprominent; percentages for face-threatening data were even lower. In (6a') and (6b'), the negative is clearly cognitively redundant and cannot be construed as providing either new or contrastive information, but it is socially supportive, expressing the speaker's agreement with a preceding statement. In such situations, the Cognitive Prominence Principle predicts that the negative should not be prominent, whereas the Social Agreement Principle predicts that the negative should be prominent. Since noncontraction and pitch prominence of the negative occurred almost categorically in the noninformative supportive turn, the data support the Social Agreement Principle. Rojer: You see the fault that I'm getting at-at the: a t -. . . wi'th' schools's, they have not got an answer to the problem, b'. Therapist: They do:n't\ The unattested (6Ma) and (6Mb) now appear rude, whereas (6Ma') and (6Mb') appear infelicitous. Yaeger-Dror (1985) found that, in conversation, supportive negatives are significantly more likely to be prominent. Similarly, in studies of Spanish and Italian, researchers have found that the use of a prefatory isolated (and consequently pitch prominent) negative is most likely to occur in supportive interchanges (Mendoza-Denton, 1996 , and literature cited therein). This can be understood when one considers that the negative pro-vides strong agreement with a preceding statement and so may not even provide new information which should receive cognitive prominence.
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Pitch prominence was less likely to occur in a potentially neutral statement, like those in (1), (6a), and (6b), and least likely in a statement that could be construed as a face-threatening correction, like those in (7). Note that, in cases like those in (7), there is a clear conflict between the Cognitive Prominence Principle and the Social Agreement Principle. The information supplied by the negative is either new or contrastive and therefore favors pitch prominence, but this information also disagrees with the position (i.e., threatens the face) of coparticipants and therefore disfavors pitch prominence. Not only does the speaker mitigate the face-threatening implications of his disagreement by morphologically and prosodically neutralizing the negative, but, when no self-correction occurs, he does a certain amount of interactional work to imply that the fault here is probably his own (what / can't make out), and hedges (uh, y'know. If that's true), before actually introducing the (reduced) negative (as described in Schegloff et al., 1977) .
Thus, Yaeger-Dror (1985) found that the interactional intent of the speaker had to be considered in addition to whether the setting was instructional or interactional. Theoretically, let us say that the instructional situation and the interactive/neutral situation (where the Cognitive Prominence Principle is primary) and the interactional/supportive situation (where the Social Agreement Principle is primary) should allow for similar percentages of pitch prominence and contraction on the negative, whereas the highest percentages of pitch prominence and uncontracted negatives should occur when a speaker self-corrects, since the two rules then reinforce each other. In contrast, the two rules are clearly in conflict when a "remedial" (Goffman, 1971) or facethreatening (Brown & Levinson, 1978) statement is being made; negative contraction should occur most consistently in face-threatening situations. The relative strength of the two rules can be most efficiently compared by juxtaposing the instructional (or neutral) and supportive data with facethreatening data.
REGISTER VARIATION: INFORMATIONAL VERSUS INTERACTIVE SITUATIONS
Studies that compare the use of contraction in different registers have demonstrated that negatives are commonly contracted, except in very "planned" written registers (Ochs, 1979; Tannen, 1985; Tottie, 1987 Tottie, , 1991 . The emerg-
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ing analysis of register distinctions takes the contrast between informational (cognitive) and interactive (social) situations as one of the primary register dimensions; not surprisingly, contraction is one linguistic variable that is relevant to the analysis of what Biber (1988) defined as the "informationalinvolved" dimension.
12 He found that contractions 13 (like other interactional linguistic parameters) occurred most frequently in the conversational data that he analyzed, least frequently in academic texts, and with intermediate frequencies in news reporting, radio broadcasts, and public speeches. Thus, the more important information processing is, the more likely speakers are to realize negatives; the more relevant social interaction is, the more likely speakers are to contract them.
Both Bell (1991a) and Ochs (1979) pointed out another factor that reinforces the influence of the Cognitive Prominence Principle in read material like O'Shaughnessy's or Hirschberg's: " [contraction] has been largely ignored in the study of linguistic variation, partly because it is so subject to conscious control" (Bell, 1991a) . To the degree that speech and reading (let alone writing) can be compared, the relative percentages may already be skewed in favor of speech as contractable (Ochs, 1979; Tannen, 1985; Zwicky & Pullum, 1982) . Tottie (1983) noted that negation is generally more frequent in discourse than in written texts, and that what negation there is in text is more likely to be "affixal" (i.e., lexicalized, as in 'w/m'kely') and, consequently, not contractable. She found that, although there is more affixal negation in writing, overall, even including affixal negation, there is twice as much negation in speech as in writing (1991) .
As Bell (1984 Bell ( , 1991a found in his study of contraction in the speech of New Zealand news announcers, BBC (overseas) announcers used no contraction whatsoever. In contrast, announcers on New Zealand's most "careful" stations used contraction at least 259b of the time, announcers on the intermediate stations used contraction more than 50% of the time, and announcers on the pop music station with the most (pseudo)interactional style of presentation used contraction more than 70% of the time. This finding is consistent with studies of other variables carried out by Bell himself (1991b) , by Brunei (1970) , and by Yaeger-Dror (1988 ; all of which show that, even in the speech of a single newscaster, stigmatized or casual variables are used less when reporting for prestigious stations, where informational content is primary, than when reporting for more popular stations, where the reporters are more (pseudo)interactively "involved" with listeners.
Within the larger theoretical context, all these analyses can be interpreted as demonstrating that more "planned," informational registers are more concerned with conveying information and therefore more likely to be governed by the Cognitive Prominence Principle, whereas more "unplanned" registers are generally more interactional and consequently more likely to be governed by the Social Agreement Principle. This implies a complex relationship between contraction and focus. It is obvious that the context of the talk influences how it is produced for linguistic as well as for sociolinguistic reasons. Comparing results across larger contextual/register gaps (as Biber did) dem- onstrates that the more informational the context, the more the focal import of the negative requires noncontraction; the more speaker and addressee are interactively involved, the less critical cognitive prominence is and the more critical social agreement is, which militates against prominence on the negative, even to the extent of contracting and reducing the key informative word.
DIALECT VARIATION
The evidence presented so far implies that planned/informational data are more governed by the Cognitive Prominence Principle and more likely to be unreduced, whereas unplanned and interactional data are governed by the Social Agreement Principle and more likely to be reduced unless used supportively. Obviously, to the extent that negatives are contracted in a given context, they cannot be regarded as prosodically prominent, but even in a register with many contractions, negative contractions can be contrasted with contractions where the auxiliary is contracted and negatives are unreduced. Tottie (1991) reported Biber (1988) as having quantitative evidence that British speakers are less likely to use contraction than Americans, but unfortunately, Biber (personal communication, 1994) has no quantitative evidence comparing different contraction strategies, because his analysis coded for both contraction types together. Other studies have shown that auxiliary contraction and negative contraction function as dialect variables (Hazen, 1996; Trudgill, 1986) . The distinction is found in Table 2 .
Some dialects are more likely to contract the auxiliary, whereas others more often contract the negative. Trudgill (1986) claimed that reduction of the negative element of a contraction {we haven't) is the rule in American English, but that contraction of the auxiliary, leaving the negative intact {we've not), is more common in at least some Southern British dialects. Unfortunately, no quantitative study of different contraction types in British English is yet available, but Hazen (1996) presented quantitative evidence that speakers from the Outer Banks (Ocracoke, NC) contract the auxiliary, leaving the negative intact.
14 Consequently, mere evidence of contraction is not immediate proof that the Social Agreement Principle takes precedence. The relative number of contractions is generally conceded to correlate with context (register and style) and code (dialect), but future analyses should differentiate between negative contraction and auxiliary contraction, particularly because a theoretical perspective on contraction predisposes us to expect negatives, which carry important information, to be unreduced, whereas auxiliaries, which do not, can be contracted without compromising information retrieval.
Taking all the literature into consideration, then, the following variables are relevant to analysis of contraction: dialect, register, and interactive intent. The following sections discuss the corpora chosen for the present study, its design, and the results of the analysis of contraction within each of the corpora. The final section draws conclusions and suggests future areas of research.
Given the initial understanding that the Cognitive Prominence Principle and the Social Agreement Principle conflict in most social situations, one purpose of the present study is to determine the relative importance of the two principles in new social contexts, or registers, by analyzing variation in contraction usage. Addressing the theoretical problem initially posed, the Cognitive Prominence Principle entails that contraction of the negative should be inversely correlated with the importance of the information that it conveys, whereas the Social Agreement Principle entails that contraction of the negative should be directly correlated with the potential for face threat implied by a negative. Earlier studies support both principles:
1. Negatives are prominent in registers that convey critical information without any need for social agreement (Hirschberg, 1990 (Hirschberg, , 1992 Hirschberg & Grosz, 1994; O'Shaughnessy & Allen, 1983 ). 2. Negatives are not prominent in conversational interactions when they threaten the face of coparticipants, especially when the negative conveys critical new information (Yaeger-Dror, 1985) . 3. Negatives are prominent in conversational interactions when they are supportive of coparticipants, whether or not they convey new information (Yaeger-Dror, 1985) .
In order to test further the domain of these principles, other registers need to be studied, and the connection between contraction and pitch prominence should be compared. The following corpora were chosen because they challenge the two principles, and because they permit us to compare the degree to which negative contraction and other forms of reduction are used consistently.
DESCRIPTION OF THE CORPORA

Fiction
This register was chosen because it presents a clear contrast with both actual conversational material and actual informational (e.g., news broadcast) readings. Although earlier register analyses considered fiction to be a single reg- ister (Biber, 1988; Svartvik, 1990) , one purpose of the present study was to determine the degree to which different subregisters can or should be isolated. Earlier studies based on informational corpora proposed that all "planned" registers require uncontracted negatives to be prosodically prominent. However, Yaeger-Dror (1996a) hypothesized that analysis of pseudointeractive situations would reflect either the absence of true interaction (the informational results would then be similar to O'Shaughnessy's and Hirschberg's) or the author's (and reader's) impression of truly interactive speech. The data was closely scrutinized to evaluate the importance of this register dimension on negatives and to determine the degree to which that variation reveals the domain of the Social Agreement and/or the Cognitive Prominence Principles. In each of the readings, I have included descriptive prose passages (referred to as "prose") and a great deal of dialogue in order to discover whether dialogue followed informational or interactional principles. Table  3 shows the specific read corpora chosen for comparison and analyzed here.
Authors were chosen for their similarities and differences to the NPR English model. One children's author was chosen (Cleary, 1968 (Cleary, , 1981 , because fiction for children might be even more emphatically and informationally presented than fiction for adults, or, alternatively, it might permit a more childlike contracted presentation. 15 An older novel was chosen (Wharton, 1917) because older fiction was assumed to be less contracted than more recent fiction (Biber, 1988) . Atwood (1979 Atwood ( , 1983 16 and Tyler (1988) were chosen because they are similar both to each other and to the NPR model, and they permit us to consider the possibility that Canadian fiction might be less contracted than U.S. fiction. was chosen primarily because his books are compendia of monologues originally presented over NPR, and because his monologue style epitomizes my own internalized concept of the ideal NPR voice and would, I assumed, come closest to an NPR informational presentation. However, Keillor's book turns out to include two different monologue styles. One style is literary (L), with little dialogue; examples of this style are "Forebears" (where most of the quotes are actually from letters) and "Protestants," major portions of which are in fact read aloud on the tape. The second, monologue (M) style, using ample dialogue, provides childhood reminiscences such as in "Home" and "Sumus."
The comparison of written and oral versions of fiction permitted analysis of actual contractive reduction of negatives as well as of pitch prominence on negatives (Yaeger-Dror, 1996a) . Initially, I assumed (following Ochs, 1979 ) that the oral version would permit negative contraction significantly more often than the written version. However, this expected shift did not occur at all, whereas the shift from contracted (in the written version) to uncontracted (in the oral version) actually did occur in one of the Keillor monologues (1 of 716 tokens).
The published versions of the books were used as transcripts, while the taped versions were compared with them to provide prosodic information. The initial hypothesis was that informational criteria (prominence on negation) would outweigh interactive ones (decreased prominence on negation) in the neutral descriptive prose segments, resulting in less contraction of the negatives, but that the more interactional Social Agreement Principle would be relevant in dialogue.
I intended the corpora from Table 1 (actual social interactions) to provide a direct contrast with the dialogue data from taped fiction listed in Table 3 (the writers' version of an interactional register). To that end, the texts I chose are equivalent (middle-class American), the proposed emotional content is comparable (midway along a continuum between "informational" and "interactive"), but the speech register differs (polite interactions vs. taped polite pseudointeractions). The Hirschberg data may provide a closer comparison with the narrative prose passages of the taped books: again, the speakers and proposed position along the informational-interactive continuum are equivalent, but the registers differ. The corpora listed in Table 3 differ from both conversational speech and the citation register favored by phoneticians. Whereas proponents of the Cognitive Prominence Principle as well as the Social Agreement Principle have assumed negative contraction to be irrelevant to their purposes, the present study differentiates more realistically among speech registers, using variability regarding negatives to determine the degree to which register is related to the principles. The results also show that the interactional variables important for conversational speech should not be ignored in fiction or in semiscripted confrontational situations, any more than in conversational interactions.
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Political debates Political debates were chosen to permit analysis of an informationally maximally emphatic, but possibly interactionally sensitive, register. 18 The two debates considered here were chosen because of their apparent comparability with earlier corpora; they are shown in Table 3 . The "Rio Salado" debate, which was carried over a local NPR affiliate, is concerned with a political problem local to the Phoenix area: this debate features a man and a woman debating the merits of passing a certain amendment. The second debate was presented on the MacNeil-Lehrer Report, 19 with two (then) Arizona politicians-Mecham and Babbitt. All four debaters are from the Southwest; contractions are primarily negative contractions. On a scale of plannedunplanned, the debates are more planned than casual conversations, but less planned than the published texts or books on tape. On the informationalinteractive dimension, the debates should be both highly informational and interactive. On the other hand, if all interactional situations are governed by the Social Agreement Principle, political debates should require reduced facethreatening negatives. The degree to which they permit prominence on negatives will permit us to characterize this principle more exactly. Whereas the debating politicians were initially assumed to share the same register, the interviewers were not only different from the debaters, but also quite different from each other.
20
Previous research into debate "stance" (dayman, 1988, 1992) and "footing" (Goffman, 1981) found that the Social Agreement Principle is neutralized in this register:
21 that is, both supportive and face-threatening negatives appear to be prominent. In the debate corpora used here, the majority of the politicians' negatives were intended to be face-threatening and were stylistically marked by repetition and bombastic repetitive intonation (Tannen, 1989) ; however, negatives were also realized as uncontracted and pitch prominent in the 1988 Democratic Convention debates, where they were used supportively.
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The fiction and debate corpora are now contrasted with conversational data from Yaeger-Dror (1985) . Each of the subcorpora is discussed in turn, and conclusions about both contractions and pitch prominence are used to determine the relative importance of informational and interactive input to the analysis of prosody.
ANALYSIS
The primary analysis here is of negative contraction patterns; the results are compared with studies of pitch prominence (Yaeger-Dror, 1996a , 1996b . Auxiliary contraction does not bear on the contrast between the principles, so only negative contraction cases are considered in this article. To limit dialect variation in contraction patterns, all of the speakers (and writers) for whom data are compared are U.S. or Canadian Standard dialect speakers, for whom negative contraction is more common than auxiliary contraction. Comparison of contraction percentages in different contexts provides evidence to evaluate the relative importance of the two principles. 
Variables
Lexical/morphological variables. Presumably, the most emphatic realization of the negative in English is the uncontracted word not, with amplitude and pitch prominence. Some examples were given in (2).
Relexification. In formal registers, the negative can be lexicalized differently {unstressed, dissimilar), but only what Tottie (1983 Tottie ( , 1991 ) referred to as not negation is considered here, because only not negation is contractable, and because only contractable tokens are considered in the analysis. The requirement that a negative be contractable eliminates from the analysis not only tokens like unwilling but also those of I'm not, given that, in Northern American Standard English of the late 20th century, the equivalent contracted form I ain't is not acceptable. 23 Those tokens of not which could be contracted were divided into those that were and those that were not.
Negative contraction. When the negative becomes less emphatic, it is contracted, as in (3). Only contraction of the negative itself provides evidence for the conflict between the Cognitive Prominence Principle and the Social Agreement Principle.
Syntactic constraints. In North American Standard English of the late 20th century contractions are almost categorical, even in fictional imperatives ("Do not eat the daisiesl") and questions ("are they no/?"), so imperatives and questions are excluded from the analysis.
In short, the analysis is limited to wof-negatives in positions where negative contraction is variable in NPR English. Cases of / am not and negatives in questions and imperatives are disregarded. By factoring out structural and dialect variation, I attempt to determine the degree to which contraction is influenced by the Cognitive Prominence and Social Agreement Principles and by register variation.
Pitch and contraction.
The spoken data were independently coded for pitch prominence, because the information from pitch prominence reinforces that of noncontraction, whereas nonprominence reinforces contraction. The four options available are shown in Table 4 , and examples of each can be found in Appendix 1. Examples like those in (8) are not totally consistent with either principle. Analysis of pitch variation for these data has appeared elsewhere (YaegerDror, 1996a (YaegerDror, , 1996b Yaeger-Dror & Nunamaker, 1992) ; an analysis of contraction follows.
Subregisters. In the fiction corpora, prose passages were coded separately from dialogue, which was further divided into different interactional situations.
Interactive footing.
The separate coding of dialogue as neutral, facethreatening, or supportive permits an unbiased investigation of the Social Agreement Principle. Contrasting pseudo-interactional dialogue with actual interactional speech permits a more nuanced understanding of the importance of the differences between registers. Whereas dialogue provides all three options, the four debaters use only face-threatening negations. Each negative was coded for contraction (±), register (informational or interactional), discourse type (actual or scripted), and footing (supportive, neutral, or facethreatening).
Analysis technique
To study contraction variation in these different corpora, one need only go through all the negatives in one or two chapters of fiction or enough pages of transcript to contain 100 contractable negatives in order to determine whether (on this first cut) the negative is contracted and whether fictional dialogue is presumed to be interactive-either with other characters (in the books) or with the listeners (in Keillor's monologues), and if so, whether the footing is supportive, neutral, or face-threatening. In what follows, I chose to classify as dialogue those fiction segments that were clearly delineated by quotes; material considered dialogue was further coded as neutral, facethreatening, or supportive. 24 1 expected supportive negatives, as in (6a') and (6b'), to be less likely to lead to contraction than face-threatening ones, because the latter conflict with the Social Agreement Principle. Percentages of uncontracted cases were compared separately for each coded group.
RESULTS
Two corpora were used for the analysis. The literary texts were chosen for their apparent/superficial similarity to the informational texts studied by Hirschberg and her associates (Hirschberg, 1990; Hirschberg & Litman, 1990) . Public political debates were chosen as superficially antipodal to the informational texts. Both corpora were much more complex than initially projected.
Contraction in fiction
Consider our expectations for the likelihood of contraction in the different fiction segments. Earlier literature has already shown that more contractions occur in speech than in writing, leading one to expect more contractions in dialogue than in neutral prose passages and fewer contractions in fiction for children (Cleary, 1968 (Cleary, , 1981 than in fiction for adults. Examples of contracted and uncontracted negatives in dialogue and neutral narrative prose, as well as examples of each dialogue type, can be found in Appendix 2.
Prose. Figure 1 presents the percentages for uncontracted negatives for each of the authors in descriptive prose passages and in dialogue; the connected line connects percentages for prose passages. Remember that according to the Cognitive Prominence Principle negatives, as bearers of important information, should not be reduced. Yet it is clear that, even in this informational context, negatives are contractable. Both Cleary and Wharton used more than 90% uncontracted tokens in narrative prose, but recent adult authors used much lower percentages: Atwood (1979) and the Keillor-M subcorpus used less than 40% uncontracted negatives. Thus, even in the least interactional written/planned fiction register sampled here, between 10 and 60% of the declarative negatives are contracted. Table 5 presents the information underlying Figure 1 in tabular form.
The relative positions of different authors along the informational (uncontracted)/interactional (contracted) continuum are not surprising. It was hypothesized that a children's author might choose to be more informational (and therefore contract less) than an author for adults, and the Cleary (1968 Cleary ( , 1981 prose data support this hypothesis. A comparison of the two books revealed that the earlier book (Cleary, 1968) , which is about (and for) younger children, has a higher percentage of uncontracted negatives in both prose and dialogue than any of the other texts, including Cleary (1981) . Biber (1988) proposed that fiction is becoming more involved, and Wharton (1917) used less contraction in narrative prose than more recent authors for adults.
Part of the difference between older and more recent authors may stem from a greater tendency for recent authors (at least the ones used here) to use internal monologue for at least one character. Since internal monologue in these books is not enclosed in quotes, the present analysis merged selfinvolved monologue with informational/descriptive prose passages. It is partly a result of this change in literary technique that both Biber (1988) and the present study found more recent authors to be more interactional, although Biber used only British material and the present study only North American English. Future studies should distinguish internal/interactive monologue from information as well as from dialogue.
Neutral and face-threatening dialogue. As initially projected, Figure 1 shows that in most cases authors contract more consistently in dialogue than in descriptive prose: all authors contract more than 60% of the negatives in dialogue, but less than 60% of the negatives in descriptive prose. In fact, Wharton (1917) , who was projected to retain more uncontracted tokens even in dialogue, contracts more than 90% of nonsupportive dialogue tokens, far more than the other adult authors. It was also proposed that deary's dialogue might exhibit more contraction than that of adult authors in order to conform to adult intuitions about children's speech; this hypothesis is partly supported. Thus, the widest contrast between descriptive prose and dialogue occurs for Wharton and children's writers.
Supportive dialogue. Whereas numbers for all other groups analyzed are quite acceptable, information on supportive interchanges is sparse, varying from a low of 0 for Keillor's satire to a high of 14 tokens for Tyler's novel. Perhaps for this reason, even though there is a significant difference between contraction in prose and dialogue, the differences between scripted interactive footings is less clear than in the other factors. Figure l(b) shows that supportive scripted interchanges between adults are actually more contracted than negatives in face-threatening dialogue, but less than neutral negatives. It appears that, despite a significant contrast between prose and dialogue, the percentages in dialogue, though not identical to those for conversation, are consistent with conversational contraction percentages, but that contraction differences caused by interactional intent are not realized. Figure 2 presents a more detailed picture of the Cleary data. Prose passages are almost categorically uncontracted in both books, but neutral dialogue is almost categorically contracted, and supportive tokens are almost always contracted as well. One of the devices that probably lends flavor to the dialogue is that contraction is used less by "pesty" children towards teachers or parents, where it is a face-threatening act, than towards a character's juniors, where it is not. While this may not reflect social reality, the social fantasy is apparently not lost on the audience.
The conclusion can be drawn that negation in dialogue is interactively biased, whereas prose passages reflect a more informationally biased presentation, which is partly neutralized in recent adult fiction when monologue takes over. 
Contraction in political debates
The debate corpus was chosen because the degree to which the data could be considered interactive provided counterevidence to the notion that negatives should be more reduced at the interactive end of the continuum. Although speakers in political debates appear to speak extemporaneously, speeches are probably based on notes and can be considered planned compared to conversational data. However, although the speakers are probably fairly concerned with their speech, the style is obviously not as planned as the read fiction, much less Hirschberg's "newsspeak" or the O'Shaughnessy data. The purpose is to give information to the listeners (so the Cognitive Prominence Principle should be important), and the speakers are expected to contrast their positions (so the Social Agreement Principle is likely to be neutralized). Since the two principles are less likely to conflict in political debates than in any other interactional situation used, uncontracted negatives should therefore occur even more frequently in political debates than in scripted dialogue.
Results of the analysis of contracted negatives from the debates can be found in Figure 3 and in Table 6 . Figure 3 permits comparison with the facethreatening dialogue and conversational data. The Moderator (30% uncontracted tokens) and Mecham (37%) differ less from scripted face-threatening dialogue than they do from the Rio Salado debaters, who use uncontracted 
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Note: Number of tokens of negatives in each category are in parentheses.
tokens more consistently than any of the scripted dialogues, let alone the conversational material studied. The greater emphasis on negatives is not related to their information-bearing significance (signaling a greater need for the Cognitive Prominence Principle), but rather to the altered requirements of debate register. In debates the Social Agreement Principle is modified or abrogated, permitting a speaker to emphasize negatives that in other registers would be reduced. In the debates analyzed, negative contraction and other forms of prosodic reduction were highly correlated for all speakers. The apparent paradox must therefore be considered within the larger register framework being worked out by conversation analysts and other ethnomethodologists rather than within the narrow contextual principles developed by sociolinguists. Public debate cannot be considered a purely informational context, but research has shown (dayman, 1988 Heritage & Greatbatch, 1991; Hutchby, 1992a Hutchby, , 1992b ) that throughout Western society the debate format requires elaborate rhetorical flaunting of the rituals of social agreement. Consequently, noncontraction of negatives, like pitch prominence on negatives or interruption (Adams, 1992; Adams & Edelsky, 1990) , is consistent with the modified interactive footing specific to debates.
Variation in contraction (and other prosodic reduction) among debate speakers was also consistent with other social variables. The female politician in the Rio Salado debate contracted much more than her male counterpart, but less than Mecham and Babbitt; she prosodically reduced negatives much more consistently than the men, but less than lecturers or conversationalists. Whether this is considered evidence of a female speaker's inability to maintain the appropriate footing for debates or of a greater female sensitivity to the Social Agreement Principle, the consistency of the evidence with that gathered for other interactional variables implies that an elaborated study of register variation is incomplete if it does not consider personal social variables. Figure 4 compares negative noncontraction with pitch prominence, because the two measures should be directly correlated. It shows that for the most part noncontraction is more directly correlated with pitch prominence than with a simple assessment of planned versus unplanned, and that both are more directly correlated with the acceptability of social disagreement than with the cognitive significance of disagreement.
DISCUSSION
This study was initiated to determine the relative effect of the Cognitive Prominence Principle (of informational content) and the Social Agreement Principle (of interactional intent) on the contraction of negatives in different registers of North American English. Preliminary evidence had shown that prosodic variation was consistent with the understanding that these two rules interact with register variation in complex ways, and further studies should broaden our understanding of the evidence presented here.
1. Uncontracted and pitch prominent realization is favored where informational intent is primary, as proposed by the Cognitive Prominence Principle.
MALCAH YAEGER-DROR
2. Uncontracted pitch prominent realization is also favored in the actual interactional (Biber's "involved") register dimension, when the interactional intent is supportive (Goffman, 1971) , but the contraction effect is not found in scripted supportive negatives, although pitch prominence is somewhat more consistent, even in dialogue. 3. Reduction is favored in interactional (Biber's involved) or even pseudointeractional registers if the content of the negative is either neutral or facethreatening (Brown & Levinson, 1978) ; in such cases, the Social Agreement Principle is primary. The prominence distinctions related to interactional intent found in actual interactions are not realized in the dialogue contraction percentages, but only in the pitch prominence.
The present article initially proposed that fictional dialogue would reflect the pattern found in conversation, whereas fictional informational prose passages would conform more consistently to the Cognitive Prominence Principle. Figure 1 and Table 4 substantiate the claim that narrative prose is much less likely than dialogue to exhibit contraction. However, neutral dialogue is for some writers more contracted than disagreements. The presumed Social Agreement Principle designed hierarchy of different dialogue contexts does not reflect the actual hierarchy based on polite conversational interactions. For most of the authors, neutral and supportive negatives are more often contracted than face-threatening negatives. This may reflect a deterioration in verisimilitude in dialogue. On the other hand, it could reflect the fact that the authors are portraying family or childhood peer arguments, whereas the conversational data consist of polite (but generally nonintimate) interactions. The Social Agreement Principle is neutralized in political debates, where high rates of uncontracted pitch prominent negatives are found. However, even the most combative debater did not prosodically focus on the negations categorically.
Other studies of contraction have shown that specific registers favor greater or lesser contraction, depending on their formality or plannedness. The present study chose to foreground the fact that negative contraction, as a form of extreme reduction of the negative, is not merely correlated with a planned-unplanned dimension, but should also be correlated with those factors that favor prosodic reduction of the negative. When viewed from this richer perspective, data for negative contraction demonstrate that, as expected, all forms of negative reduction are highly correlated with style, register, and interactional intent. Comparing contraction from all corpora, most hypotheses proposed are supported. With regard to style, all things being equal, contractions are more likely to occur in less planned language. In terms of register, the more informational the writing, the more consistently contraction is avoided. Regardless of the focal information conveyed by a negative, contractions are more likely to occur in scripted speech than in purely descriptive passages. They are also more likely to occur in more interactive registers (or even scripted pseudoregisters) than in more informational registers. Least reduction occurs in older neutral fiction and in fiction for children. As far as intent is concerned, following the Social Agreement Principle, contractions should occur in conflictual interactive situations more than in neutral situations, but the hypothesis is not supported by the fictional dialogue sampled here. The Social Agreement Principle is neutralized under unusual circumstances like debates, where negatives are prominent more consistently.
The results support the hypothesis that negative contraction is correlated with the factors that favor prosodic reduction of the negative. In the case of prosodic pitch prominence (Yaeger-Dror, 1996a) , more informational contexts are more likely to be pitch prominent, even if they are contracted. In this study of contraction, the more informational contexts are less likely to be contracted, and the more involved contexts are more likely to be contracted (Yaeger-Dror, 1996a , found they are also more likely to be prosodically reduced), unless the negative is supportive. This evidence demonstrates that negative contraction, far from being a simple factor correlated with plannedness, as described in earlier studies, can be fruitfully considered as one parameter of prosodic reduction. The results also provide further support for an informational-interactional register dimensional continuum like that found in Yaeger-Dror (1985) and later proposed as a general register dimension by Biber (1988) and Finegan (1994) ; at the same time, the evidence shows that the informational-interactional continuum cannot be interpreted in an overly simplistic way. Further studies of other written registers and other writers (and readers) should permit a clearer perspective of the variables involved and the likelihood of negative reduction in different situations. Yaeger-Dror (1985 , 1996b suggested that a more elaborated understanding of register should incorporate the vectors of power and solidarity (Brown & Gilman, 1960) . These are difficult to access using the present corpora, except in the analysis of the Cleary fiction, where the power vector was inversely correlated with negative prominence. Further analysis of a varied corpus of political debates would enrich our understanding of the degree to which the Social Agreement Principle can be abrogated by register-specific footing and by other social variables, such as gender, ethnicity, and power.
Further analysis is clearly necessary to disentangle the roots of register variation, to clarify our understanding of the theoretical and practical implications of the Social Agreement Principle's precedence over the Cognitive Prominence Principle, and to permit quantification of the prominence variables for practical needs, such as speech recognition and synthesis. For example, sociolinguists can do speech technology a service by attending to the immediate technological needs without losing sight of the larger question of formulating a realistic register theory.
25 Although our prototheory of style (like the technologists') prefers that even task-oriented (Labov, 1989; Yaeger, 1974) reading should be realized with pitch prominence on negatives, the present study shows that a wider range of reading tasks, or registers, should be isolated from each other and analyzed separately. The results would have direct impact on speech technology while fine-tuning our understanding of sociolinguistic variation. Rickford and McNair-Knox (1994) demonstrated that isolating speech for separate audiences (in the sense of Bell, 1984) and topics (as used by Hindle, 1979 , or Coupland, 1980 ) also permits us to evaluate different aspects of the interactional context in our understanding of register.
It goes without saying that any analysis of reading should be compared with an analysis of the type of interaction that such reading is meant to mimic, and that any analysis of debates should be compared with the analysis of conversational confrontation and disagreement strategies. 26 The analysis of a wider range of debate settings and perhaps even the categorization of different dialogues relative to audience design and topic would permit an elaboration of our understanding of these social parameters and should be attempted in the near future. The greater accessibility of the recorded data for reading and debates, along with the greater practical applications for such data, entails that as much evidence as possible should be gleaned from such sources before attacking the larger questions that will arise in more casual conversational settings.
Looking back at Table 2 , we are reminded that some locutions are more likely to be contracted on the negative (we haven't} than on the verb (we've not), but that this is less true for some verbs (we aren't vs. we're not). A thorough variable rule analysis of this issue should therefore distinguish auxiliary verbs from each other even in NPR English. Another theoretical extension of the work here would require analysis of at least one dialect that is primarily auxiliary-reducing. The analysis of negative-reducing dialects demonstrates that both contraction and pitch reduction on negatives are generally triggered by the Social Agreement Principle. Analysis of auxiliaryreducing dialects may demonstrate that the relationship between the Cognitive Prominence Principle and the Social Agreement Principle is different in dialects that do not favor negative contraction, or (more likely) that pitch reduction on negatives is even more noticeable in these dialects, as a way of compensating for dialectal morphosyntactic preferences. Data from dialects like Ocracoke, where negative contraction is less likely, should be compared with data from more standard dialects. Finally, given the discussion in the literature of cultures that consider confrontation a sign of social involvement rather than an interactional breakdown (Schiffrin, 1984; Tannen, 1984) , the comparison of interactions and (say) debates from other cultures could be fruitfully compared with those analyzed here in order to determine the relative tendency toward the culture of considerateness or involvement (Tannen, 1984 (Tannen, , 1985 . This information in turn could serve both theoretical and practical ends. 
CONTRACTION OF NEGATIVES 27
3. Recent studies also support a theory that negatives are progressively reduced in French as well. For example, Hirschbuhlcr and Labelle (1994) pointed out that the reduction of non to clitic ne is first attested in the 14th century, and although the first case of point support attested dates to 1372, until the end of the 16th century ne was generally the only negative in a clause. Ate-support (by par or point) then became common, presumably to permit disambiguation, because the negative ne was generally reduced. Slowly, point itself was more generally reduced to pas, and in infinitival clauses the supporting clement (point/pas) was fronted (before the verb). If this is true even for written (and potentially more informational) usage, reduction of negation was presumably even more advanced in speech. Today, at least in Canadian French, ne is most often absent (Labov, 1994; Vincent & Sankoff, 1977 ). Yet despite the fact that pas now carries this critical information, the duration of the pay vowel is systematically shorter than other (a) vowels; in fact, it is generally so reduced as to alter vowel color as well as duration (Lennig, 1978; Yaeger, 1979) . One tentative conclusion is that French ( 8. In the cited examples, curly brackets indicate that a segment was realized parenthetically. Unless otherwise specified, the section so annotated was spoken more quickly and with lower amplitude and narrower pitch range than the surrounding speech (cf. Hirschberg, 1992); degree signs indicate that the segment was delivered very softly.
9. Note that (4) begins informationally, but (given that others will not agree with her) the speaker self-corrects, both by inserting a parenthetical implication that by herself she would not have known this ({"I should have realized that just from-frm wa:tching them,")) and by repeating, prosodically correcting toward a prosodically neutral negative {'n'they don't swoop from the front). 10. Supportive interchanges using negatives need not involve direct agreement as in the above examples. Following the logic of Brown and Levinson (1978) and Goffman (1971), whether the action is supportive (You're not fat!) or face-threatening (You're not right!) is considered more interactionally significant than whether it is an agreement or a disagreement on the surface level. 11. On the other hand, the question might well be asked why the negative formulation is preferred (i.e., occurs much more frequently) over an equally available positive formulation, such as / agree! 12. In Yaeger (1985) I drew the distinction between instructional and interactional. I find Biber's term informational more apt than the former term, since many contexts are informational without being instructive; but interactional is more apt than Biber's term involved, since, for example, even pseudointeractional materials to be discussed here follow a pattern similar to Biber's involved register. Moreover, the more politely interactive (and less obviously involved) an interaction is, the more likely the Social Agreement Principle is to counteract the Cognitive Prominence Principle. In short, I believe the register-dimension continuum should be characterized as informational-interactional, and the contrasting poles will be referred to here using that terminology. 13. Note that the measure of contraction used by previous studies is not directly comparable to that used here, since negative-contraction (like isn't) and modal contraction (like 's not) are pooled; however, because most contractions are negative contractions, the evidence is relevant. 14. In fact, the African American English Vernacular preference for deleting the auxiliary (we not) rather than contracting the negative (we haven't) (cf. Labov, 1969) may be seen as a development from the British pattern of auxiliary contraction (we've not) rather than the negativecontracting Northern U.S. dialect pattern. The present study should thus be seen as analyzing contraction variation of urban U.S. "Standard" speakers only. 15. Cleary's popularity for generations of children provides evidence that her particular choice of contracted and uncontracted negatives is appropriate for both parent-presenters and the childreaders of Ramona books. 16. Ultimately, only one book of Atwood's was used for the analysis of contraction, since the second book contained almost no negatives. This provides one more piece of evidence that writers radically manipulate the presence of negatives as well as their prominence (by choosing whether to contract them or lexicalize them so as to minimize prominence) to achieve specific literary ends. 17. Similarly, a recent study of the use of Montreal French Vernacular variables showed that playwright Michel Tremblay's dialogue is consistent with actual conversational usage: "The more stigmatized forms are over-represented in the plays [relative to interview data], while the less stigmatized ones pretty well match real use by local speakers" (Fonollosa, 1995:39) . 18. The tapes and transcripts were kindly donated by Karen Adams of Arizona State University, and the data have been used for her own work as well (Adams, 1992; Adams & Edelsky, 1988 ). Initially, a third debate was included in the corpus: the 1988 Democratic Convention. However, close perusal of that corpus showed that the participants' footing differed radically from the other two debates, so the corpus will not be analyzed in detail here. 
